Intrauterine hypoxia: clinical consequences and therapeutic perspectives
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Abstract: Intrauterine hypoxia is a significant clinical challenge in obstetrics that affects both the pregnant mother and fetus. Intrauterine hypoxia can occur in pregnant women living at high altitude and/or with cardiovascular disease. In addition, placental hypoxia can be generated by altered placental development and spiral artery remodeling leading to placental insufficiency and dysfunction. Both conditions can impact normal maternal cardiovascular homeostasis leading to preeclampsia and/or impair transfer of O₂/nutrient supply resulting in fetal growth restriction.

This review discusses the mechanisms underlying altered placental vessel remodeling, maternal and fetal consequences, patient management, and potential future therapies for improving these conditions.
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Introduction
Embryogenesis, fetal growth, and survival depend on optimal maternal health and normal placental development. Maternal exposure to a persistently hypoxic environment may lead to abnormal placenta development and negatively impact fetal growth.¹ The consequences of abnormal trophoblast invasion and altered remodeling of the maternal vasculature can result in preeclampsia, as well as intrauterine fetal growth restriction (FGR), asphyxia, multiorgan failure, premature delivery, and perinatal demise. This review will discuss the mechanisms associated with placental hypoxia leading to maternal complications and FGR. It will discuss the clinical consequences of intrauterine hypoxia and how to identify patients that present with placental pathophysiology. We will also discuss the current therapeutic approaches for management of the mother and fetus exposed to intrauterine hypoxia, as well as drug treatments currently under investigation that hope to provide future potential therapies.

Normal placental development: key terms
In humans, cytotrophoblasts (CTBs), the precursor population of the placenta, give rise to two distinct placental subtypes, the multinucleated syncytiotrophoblast (STB) and a migratory extravillous trophoblast (EVT) population. The STBs mediate an initial breach of the uterine epithelium and implantation within the uterine wall. Following implantation, the fetal trophoblasts undergo a period of rapid growth to establish the maternal–fetal interface (ie, the “junctional zone”). The junctional zone can be anatomically categorized into the “basal plate”, that is shed along with the placenta at birth, and “placental bed”, that remains attached to the uterus. The STBs, along with...
CTBs, form the “floating villi”, and are the primary site of a maternal–fetal exchange. The villi that attach to the basal plate are called “anchoring villi” and contain a proliferating population of precursor EVTs called the “cell columns” that anchor the villi to the basal plate.2-5

**Role of oxygen in placental development**

Oxygen (O\(_2\)) is one of the key regulators in trophoblast differentiation, proliferation, and migration of trophoblasts in normal placental development.2 In humans, the initial invasion of trophoblasts during the first trimester of pregnancy occurs in relatively low partial pressure of O\(_2\) of 18–40 mmHg measured in the intervillous space6 and endometrial tissue7,8 which increases to 60–80 mmHg after spiral artery remodeling and increased placental perfusion.6,8,9 The placenta, unlike the fetus, undergoes proliferation and growth within a low O\(_2\) environment. Low O\(_2\) stimulates the expression and stability of transcription factors such as hypoxia-inducible factors (HIFs). HIF1α and HIF2α proteins can each form a complex with the constitutive HIF1β isoform, which then binds to consensus DNA recognition sequences promoting activation of gene expression of angiogenic factors such as vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), placent growth factor (PLGF), and angiopoietins 1 and 2.10-12 The hypoxia-related gene expression of angiogenic factors contributes to blood vessel growth within the endometrial tissue.13 In addition, hormones such as insulin, progesterone, estrogen, gonadotropin releasing hormone, and human chorionic gonadotropin and its hyperglycosylated isoform14 are important in the regulation of angiogenesis and trophoblast differentiation.2 During the initial hypoxia phase, the EVTs within the cell column undergo key changes including a change in the integrin profile, become migratory, and invade the decidual interstitium (interstitial EVT) and maternal spiral arteries (endovascular EVT). The EVTs initially plug the spiral artery lumen, thereby maintaining a low O\(_2\) environment.15 Subsequently, the endothelial cells within the spiral arteries are replaced by EVTs, the vascular smooth cells undergo apoptosis, and the lumen diameter increases, creating low resistance, high capacitance vessels that increase placental perfusion.8,16-18

The role of low O\(_2\) in EVT behavior remains a bit unclear. Initial studies15,19 have demonstrated that low O\(_2\) promotes trophoblast proliferation, whereas high O\(_2\) induces differentiation of trophoblasts. Using isolated cultured CTBs, proliferation was increased in 2% O\(_2\) compared to 21% O\(_2\), while invasion was inhibited,15,19,20 suggesting low O\(_2\) conditions inhibit endovascular invasion. However, studies have also shown that a hypoxic environment may promote invasion of EVTs.21 Graham et al22 reported increased invasion through Matrigel of cultured HTR-8/SVneo cells (an immortalized trophoblast cell line) in 1% O\(_2\) compared to 20% O\(_2\) and proposed that hypoxia is a factor that promotes invasion by EVTs similar to that for other invasive cell types such as carcinoma cells.14 Therefore, the role of O\(_2\) in regulating EVT invasion may depend on the conditions of study (in vitro versus in vivo), cell types studied, and gestational age from which the placental cells are derived.21,22 On the other hand, while trophoblast behaviors (ie, proliferation and invasion) are sensitive to O\(_2\), the effect of sustained placental hypoxia, in vivo, on EVT proliferation/invasion in the endometrium may differ from those occurring in in vitro conditions.

Normal endothelial cell function may also play a role in endovascular invasion of EVTs. For example, expression of endothelial cell adhesion molecules such as VE-cadherin, VCAM-1, and αβ integrins may be important in the endothelial cell–trophoblast interaction and spiral artery remodeling since CTBs have been shown to express similar endothelial cell surface receptors.24-26 In preeclampsia, the expression of endothelial cell markers such as VE-cadherin, VCAM-1 and αβ-integrins in EVTs has been shown to be reduced, suggesting that the endothelial cell surface markers are necessary for endovascular invasion by EVTs.25,26 However, other studies do not support expression of endothelial cell markers on EVTs as a mechanism contributing to endovascular invasion,27-30 suggesting the role of endothelial cell receptors remains incompletely understood. Overall, if EVTs have not established adequate occupation of the decidual tissue and spiral arteries, the consequences may be superficial trophoblast invasion and/or suboptimal vessel remodeling, respectively.31,32

**Causes/consequences of intrauterine hypoxia**

Hypoxia is defined as a reduction in O\(_2\) supply relative to the O\(_2\) demand of the tissue.1 Intrauterine hypoxia refers to a relative deficiency of partial pressure of O\(_2\) in maternal, placental, or fetal compartments as a result of compromised O\(_2\) supply/demand balance. Placental O\(_2\) varies over the course of pregnancy as O\(_2\) delivery and metabolic demand increases with both placental and/or fetal development.

Intrauterine hypoxia can be caused by living at high altitude.28 Pregnant women of high- compared to low-altitude populations have reduced uterine blood flow and placental perfusion31 and FGR.28 In addition, pregnant women with pulmonary hypertension and cyanotic heart disease have
Role of oxidative stress in placental hypoxia

In placentas of preeclamptic women, increased oxidative stress is associated with a defective trophoblast invasion. Oxidative stress occurs with excess generation of reactive oxygen species beyond the antioxidant capacity of the cell. This may occur under conditions of hypoxia/reoxygenation injury or even hypoxia alone when incomplete reduction of \( O_2 \) generates excess electrons in the mitochondrial respiratory chain. Both increased levels of reactive oxygen species (superoxide anions, hydrogen peroxides, and hydroxyl radicals) and decreased expression of antioxidant enzyme systems (eg, superoxide dismutase, catalase, glutathione peroxidase, and/or peroxiredoxins) contribute to oxidative stress. In addition, superoxide anions interact with nitric oxide to form peroxynitrite, which disrupts membrane and enzyme function. Further, protein nitration by peroxynitrite has several functional consequences in the placenta that include altered signal transduction, immunogenicity of proteins, and enzyme activity. Oxidized lipids, proinflammatory cytokines (eg, interleukin-6 [IL-6], tumor necrosis factor-\( \alpha \) [TNF-\( \alpha \)], as well as reactive oxygen species (superoxide anions) are increased in the hypoxic placenta, where the disruptive effects on trophoblast invasion may contribute to altered spiral artery remodeling, along with tissue inflammation, apoptosis of the trophoblasts, and shedding of surface membrane microparticles from STBs into the maternal circulation. The occurrences of reduced endovascular invasion, altered spiral artery remodeling, and membrane fragment shedding are considered causative to the development of preeclampsia.

Clinical consequences of intrauterine hypoxia

Clinical consequences of intrauterine hypoxia associated with maternal, placental, and fetal conditions may differ in outcomes between the mother and fetus. We can classify intrauterine hypoxia into two categories: 1) pre-placental hypoxia, where the mother and fetus are both hypoxic (ie, high altitude exposure, cyanotic maternal heart diseases); and 2) uteroplacental hypoxia, where the mother’s oxygenation is normal but the uteroplacental circulation is impaired. As a result, both maternal and fetal consequences can occur.

Maternal consequences

Pregnancy complications associated with intrauterine hypoxia and disruption of normal spiral artery remodeling play a key role in the occurrence of the development of preeclampsia. Preeclampsia is defined as new-onset hypertension after 20 weeks gestation with new-onset proteinuria or other features (Table 1). Hypertension is defined by elevations of systolic blood pressure (BP) \( >140 \text{ mmHg} \) and diastolic BP \( >90 \text{ mmHg} \) on two occasions greater than 4 hours apart. Preeclampsia is classified by features that include: 1) systolic BP \( >160 \text{ mmHg} \) or diastolic BP \( >110 \text{ mmHg} \) on two occasions at least 4 hours apart; 2) thrombocytopenia (platelet count \( <100,000/\mu\text{L} \)); 3) impaired circulating liver transaminase levels (twice the upper limit of normal concentration); 4) new development of renal insufficiency (serum creatinine \( >1.1 \text{ mg/dL} \)); 5) pulmonary edema; and/or 6) new-onset cerebral or visual disturbances.

Preeclampsia is secondary to altered endothelial function in several organ systems. For example, endothelial dysfunction of the hepatic circulation contributes to the onset of HELLP (hemolysis, elevated liver enzymes, and low platelet count) in the placenta. This syndrome is characterized by the occurrence of hypertension, proteinuria, and thrombocytopenia. The pathogenesis of HELLP syndrome involves oxidative stress, inflammation, and impaired liver function. Elevated transaminases contribute to impaired liver function, and increased oxidative stress can contribute to endothelial dysfunction.

Table 1 Diagnostic criteria for preeclampsia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical signs</th>
<th>Measured outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blood pressure</td>
<td>140 mmHg systolic or 90 mmHg diastolic on two occasions greater than 4 hours apart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Proteinuria          | • Greater than 300 mg on 24 hour urine
|                      | • Protein/creatinine ratio \( >0.3 \)
|                      | • Dipstick reading of greater than 1+                  |
| Or, in the absence of proteinuria, new-onset hypertension with the new onset of any of the following: |
| Thrombocytopenia     | Platelet count \( <100,000/\mu\text{L} \))           |
| Renal insufficiency  | • Serum creatinine greater than 1.1 mg/dL or doubling of creatinine in absence of renal disease |
|                      | • Oliguria – less than 500 mL of urine output in 24 hours |
| Impaired liver function | Elevated transaminases to twice the upper limit of normal |
| Pulmonary edema      | Shortness of breath and decreased oxygen saturation    |
| Cerebral or visual symptoms | Headaches, tinnitus, visual disorders, brisk tendon reflexes |
platelet count) syndrome.\textsuperscript{46} Dysfunction of the endothelium of the cerebral circulation leads to neurological symptoms or even eclampsia.\textsuperscript{47} Glomerular endotheliosis contributes to preeclamptic symptoms via increased edema formation and eventual proteinuria.\textsuperscript{48} Lastly, low serum albumin levels and edema formation in the lower extremities and lungs are associated with microangiopathic hemolytic anemia and hyperpermeability of the systemic vascular endothelium in preeclampsia.\textsuperscript{49} In addition, preeclampsia restricts blood flow to the placenta, which contributes to a fourfold increased risk for FGR.\textsuperscript{50}

Signs and symptoms of cerebral edema in preeclamptic women include headache, tinnitus, visual disorders, and brisk tendon reflexes. Other symptoms include oliguria (secondary to acute renal failure), uterine contractions or vaginal bleedings (secondary to placental abruption), and vomiting and epigastric pain (secondary to HELLP syndrome). Blood tests should include a complete blood count with platelets, and serum levels of haptoglobin, lactate dehydrogenase, bilirubin, and liver enzymes (ie, aspartate transaminase and alanine transaminase) to identify HELLP syndrome. Proteinuria and increased levels of electrolytes, urea, and creatinine are diagnostic for acute renal failure. Maternal mortality is caused by intracranial hemorrhage, liver failure, eclampsia, and/or lung complications.\textsuperscript{51}

### Fetal consequences

Uteroplacental hypoxia impacts the fetus and causes FGR. Abnormal placental vascular development decreases normal placental blood supply, contributing to reduced O$_2$/nutrient delivery to the fetus. Optimal fetal growth is dependent on the transfer of O$_2$ and nutrients across the placenta with glucose and amino acids as the primary nutrients for growth and maturation.\textsuperscript{52} Of the amount of O$_2$/nutrient supply delivered to the placenta via the uterine artery, \textasciitilde 40\% of O$_2$ and 70\% of glucose are consumed by the placenta\textsuperscript{53} and the remaining is available for fetal transfer. With mild placental insufficiency, the placental mass is maintained while nutrient transfer to the fetus is reduced.\textsuperscript{54}

The growth-restricted fetus compensates for placental insufficiency via hematologic and hemodynamic responses. There is an increase in erythropoiesis, nucleated red blood cells, and hematocrit\textsuperscript{55} related to the degree of in utero hypoxia.\textsuperscript{56} In FGR, immune dysfunction occurs, platelet counts decline, and there can be increased abnormal villous vasculature. This is correlated with the severity of placental insufficiency\textsuperscript{56} along with platelet activation/aggregation and a tenfold increase in thrombocytopenia.\textsuperscript{57,58} The immune dysfunction manifests as decline in fetal white blood cell counts, neutrophils, monocytes, and lymphocytes.\textsuperscript{59}

Hemodynamic responses to hypoxic stress include redistribution of cardiac output to critical organs of survival. For example, blood flow in the hypoxic fetus is shunted to the brain, myocardium, and upper body and away from the kidneys, gastrointestinal tract, and lower extremities. Vasoconstriction of the lower extremities increases right ventricular afterload.\textsuperscript{60,61} At the same time, cerebral vasodilation is protective against hypoxic brain injury and decreases left ventricular afterload. If the hypoxia persists, fetal distress emerges since the hemodynamic changes eventually become inadequate to maintain appropriate oxygenation. Neurodevelopment is negatively impacted by fetal hypoxia.\textsuperscript{52}

Long-term (up to age 6 years) cognitive and neurological abnormalities have been demonstrated in FGR infants.\textsuperscript{53} In the late stages of fetal distress, prior to death, atrial pressure waves are transmitted into the ductus venosus (DV) and umbilical vein (UmbV) as detected by Doppler waveforms. If the fetus is unable to compensate, fetal demise will occur. The rates of stillbirth are much higher in the setting of FGR compared to normal-growth fetuses.\textsuperscript{40,64} Neonates who survive have an increased risk of arterial hypertension and cardiovascular disease later in life.\textsuperscript{65,66}

### Imaging of the growth-restricted fetus

Doppler ultrasound (US) has been widely used in the clinical setting to detect and understand the origin of the uteroplacental hypoxia. Once gestational age is confirmed, Doppler US is used to estimate fetal weight. An abdominal circumference of less than the tenth percentile indicates FGR. Once FGR is confirmed, inherent fetal causes of growth restriction must be excluded. Both karyotype abnormalities, as well as evidence of fetal infection, can be detected by US. For example, infants with trisomy 13, 18, or 21 all have US markers that are evaluated on US. In trisomy 18, 90\% of fetuses have FGR with sonographic findings such as rocker bottom feet, low-set ears, and ventriculomegaly. A majority of these infants will also have a cardiac defect.\textsuperscript{67} If any marker of chromosomal abnormalities or suspicion of infection is demonstrated, invasive fetal testing via amniocentesis is offered to determine the karyotype or provide evidence of intrauterine infection.

After the exclusion of abnormal karyotype or infection, placental insufficiency is the presumed diagnosis of FGR. As early as 12–14 weeks gestation, Doppler US can provide information about the uteroplacental unit. The presence of diastolic notchings of the uterine arteries at 12–14 weeks
suggested incomplete trophoblastic invasion of the spiral arteries. This is manifest as an elevated uteroplacental vascular resistance presumably due to reduced spiral artery remodeling in the maternal compartment. 

Arterial and venous Doppler US of the fetal circulation is performed to assess abnormal villous branching and fetal status. The pulsatility index (PI) is a measure of variability in the blood velocity in a vessel, which is the difference between the peak systolic and minimum diastolic velocities divided by the mean velocity during the cardiac cycle. Abnormal villous formation or progressive vascular occlusion can be measured by an elevation in the fetal umbilical artery (UmbA) Doppler waveform, indicative of increased vascular resistance. A decrease in the UmbA end-diastolic velocity is detected with a reduction of normal development of the fetal villous vasculature. The occurrence of absent or reversed end-diastolic flow in the UmbA is indicative of ~60% abnormal villous vasculature. The degree of hypoxia and acidemia is proportional to the severity of the UmbA Doppler abnormality. A reduction in the Doppler PI of the anterior or middle cerebral artery, referred to as “brain sparing”, indicates an increase in right ventricular afterload and is evident of a maladaptive response to intrauterine hypoxia.

Doppler waveforms of the DV and UmbV can be utilized to evaluate the alterations in cardiac preload associated with intrauterine hypoxia. A failure to maintain an appropriate cardiac preload can be identified by an absence or reversal of forward flow during atrial systole in the DV or UmbV Doppler waveform. Pulsatile waveforms in the UmbV or reversed flow in the DV are poor prognostic signs and correlate with birth acidemia and perinatal demise. Renal perfusion declines with intrauterine hypoxia in the compromised fetus, leading to a decline in amniotic fluid volume.

Normal fetal behavior develops sequentially starting with body movements and progressive maturation of fetal breathing. As the nervous system develops, autonomic reflexes override the intrinsic cardiac activity and regulate fetal heart rate characteristics. With fetal maturation, there is a decreased baseline heart rate and increased heart rate variability with episodic accelerations that are coupled to fetal movement. This is normally accomplished by 28 weeks gestation. Intrauterine hypoxia can delay the maturation profile of the nervous system and is associated with a decline in global fetal movement. With worsening degrees of hypoxia, fetal breathing declines, followed by a decrease in gross body movements and tone, which are eventually lost in an acidic environment. Maturation profile of the nervous system is assessed with a biophysical profile score (BPS). This is an US surveillance of fetal activity that can be used to evaluate fetal movement, tone, amniotic fluid volume, breathing, and heart rate activity. Scoring is based on a 10-point scale with an acceptable score of either 8/10 or 10/10. A score of 6/10 with normal fluid is considered equivocal and a 6/10 with abnormal amniotic fluid volume is considered abnormal. A score that is <6/10 is considered abnormal and delivery should be considered. An abnormal BPS helps identify a pattern of deterioration that includes a decline in heart rate accelerations, followed by decreased fetal breathing movements, amniotic fluid volume, and body movements and tone.

Clinical management of the pregnant mother

Clinical management depends on both the fetal and maternal status. Pregnancy complications associated with intrauterine hypoxia are managed with close antenatal Doppler US surveillance in order to time intervention and determine timing between exams. In the presence of intrauterine hypoxia, FGR is of major concern and management should be directed toward establishing the fetal status. Both fetal Doppler US and biophysical profiles are the best testing modalities for identifying or classifying the degree of FGR. Doppler surveillance, initiated after 24 weeks gestation, is used in cases of early onset FGR with intrauterine hypoxia. Altered placental development is identified with progressive worsening of the UmbA PI. This is followed by Doppler indices identifying fetal brain sparing and cardiovascular compromise (ie, abnormal DV). Changes in Doppler waveforms precede changes in fetal movement. The deterioration of the composite BPS should initiate prompt delivery. The decisions that lead to delivery take into consideration the prenatal and postnatal risks to the fetus. Prior to 28 weeks gestation in utero, the fetus gains a 2% increased chance of survival per day. Therefore, it is essential to use integrated testing modalities to maximize the chance of survival.

Integrated fetal surveillance (ie, the combination of BPS and Doppler US) can be utilized in order to determine monitoring intervals. The timing of follow-up can be based on specific Doppler abnormalities. If UmbA PI is increased but still has a normal positive end-diastolic flow, together with normal amniotic fluid and BPS, weekly or biweekly Doppler US are performed. With the onset of brain sparing, both BPS and Doppler US are repeated weekly. In the presence of significant blood flow redistribution, when there is absent or reverse diastolic flow in the UmbA, fetal hypoxemia is common with possible asphyxia. In these circumstances, delivery
is initiated with fetuses more than 34 weeks gestation. At less than 32 weeks gestation, antenatal steroids are administered and vaginal delivery suggested, unless there is a maternal contraindication.

If significant flow redistribution is present, along with an increased DV PI, then signs of hypoxemia are likely associated with acidemia and asphyxia. Under these conditions, management would proceed to vaginal delivery after 32 weeks. If the fetus is less than 32 weeks, steroid administration for lung development is suggested with daily Doppler US and BPS testing until the completion of steroid treatment.

Fetal decompensation will be considered by the presence of absent or reverse UmbA end-diastolic flow, brain sparing, and absent or reverse DV A-wave flow (absent or reverse A-wave in D: indicates cardiac compromise and cardiac failure). In this situation, there is a high mortality rate and stillbirth can occur, irrespective of intervention. Therefore, immediate delivery is suggested at a tertiary center with the highest level of neonatal intensive unit care.

The management algorithm in Table 2 is based on the ability to perform arterial and venous Doppler, as well as a full five-component BPS. This is the typical management approach we practice at the University of Maryland Medical Center, Baltimore, for preterm growth-restricted fetuses (unless otherwise indicated).

Clinical management for pregnancy complicated with preeclampsia will depend on the maternal status. In this circumstance, the mother is monitored for signs and symptoms of worsening hypertension or preeclampsia. Delivery is the only curative treatment once preeclampsia is diagnosed. The timing for delivery is based on two interrelated factors: 1) the gestational age at diagnosis; and 2) the severity of preeclampsia. Preeclampsia, without severe symptoms, can be managed without delivery until 37 weeks or until severe features develop. The latter are identified in Table 1 for the mother and as Doppler waveform abnormalities in the fetus in Table 2. The maternal indications for severity include: eclampsia, HELLP syndrome, abruptio placentae, severe uncontrolled hypertension, pulmonary edema, or oliguria.

The timing of delivery in preeclampsia with only severe hypertension (>160 mmHg systolic or >110 mmHg diastolic BP) is dependent on gestational age. Between 24 and 34 weeks, individuals who develop severe hypertension may be observed for the onset of the additional symptoms outlined above without delivery. If additional symptoms are developed then immediate delivery should be undertaken. In pregnancies progressing to 34–37 weeks gestation, conditions of severe hypertension with or without other symptoms demand delivery. After 37 weeks, there is no value of continuing the pregnancy, regardless of the severity of preeclampsia.

### Current therapies

The current therapies of treatment are aimed at the underlying etiology of the intrauterine hypoxia. If FGR is secondary to placental insufficiency, the therapeutic interventions are limited and the best of treatment for fetuses is delivery. Between 24 and 34 weeks gestation, the mother is given one course of antenatal corticosteroids (12 mg betamethasone intramuscular, two doses every 24 hours) in order to reduce neonatal morbidity and mortality. Corticosteroid stimulation of gene expression and physiologic functions result in maturation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Finding</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abnormal UmbA and/or CPR; normal MCA and veins</td>
<td>Asphyxia extremely rare</td>
<td>Biweekly Doppler US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPS ≥8/10, AFI normal</td>
<td>Increased risk of intrapartum distress</td>
<td>Weekly BPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood flow redistribution, low MCA, normal veins</td>
<td>Hypoxemia possible, asphyxia rare</td>
<td>Weekly Doppler US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UmbA absent EDV normal vein</td>
<td>Hypoxemia common, acidemia/asphyxia possible, onset of fetal compromise</td>
<td>34 weeks: deliver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPS ≥6/10, oligohydramnios</td>
<td>Hypoxemia common, acidemia/asphyxia likely</td>
<td>&lt;32 weeks: antenatal steroids, daily testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fetal compromise</td>
<td>Cardiovascular instability, metabolic compromise, stillbirth imminent, high perinatal mortality irrespective of intervention</td>
<td>&gt;32 weeks: deliver; &lt;32 weeks: admit, steroids, individualize testing daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAReDv</td>
<td>Delivery at tertiary care center with highest level of NICU care</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased DV pulsatility BPS ≥6/10, oligohydramnios</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fetal decompensation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compromise by above criteria, absent or reversed DV A-wave, pulsatile UmbV, BPS &lt;6/10, oligohydramnios</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** AFI, amniotic fluid index; BPS, biophysical profile score; CPR, cerebroplacental ratio; DV, ductus venosus; EDV, end-diastolic volume; FGR, fetal growth restriction; MCA, middle cerebral artery; NICU, neonatal intensive care unit; UAReDv, umbilical artery end-diastolic velocity; UmbA, umbilical artery; UmbV, umbilical vein.
of lungs and other tissues. The course of corticosteroids has been proven to improve neonatal lung development, as well as reduce neonatal death, necrotizing enterocolitis, and interventricular hemorrhage.

If maternal preeclampsia is the underlying cause of FGR, the mother is treated in two ways. First, antihypertensive therapy is used to control BP in order to prevent pulmonary edema and/or cerebral hemorrhage. Effective treatment should normalize systolic BP to less than 160 mmHg and diastolic BP to less than 110 mmHg. Second, magnesium sulfate is used to prevent seizures and normalize BP by mechanisms that are multifactorial but remain unclear. Magnesium sulfate may act as a vasodilator to decrease peripheral vascular resistance and protect the blood–brain barrier, limiting cerebral edema formation. By treating preeclampsia with antihypertensive medications and magnesium sulfate, the direct benefit to the fetus is pregnancy prolongation. Each day gained by treatment in utero increases fetal survival and intact survival by 1%–2% up to 28 weeks gestation.

Low-dose aspirin (81 mg each night) is also given to the patient in the presence of preeclampsia and FGR. A meta-analysis of 34 randomized controlled trials determined that if low-dose aspirin was started at 16 weeks or earlier, the incidence of FGR is reduced by 16.3% in controls and 7.3% in the treatment group. The risk of preeclampsia with low-dose aspirin is reduced from 21.3% to 7.3%. In pregnancies without history of preeclampsia or FGR, the uterine artery Doppler US can be used in the first trimester to screen for patients at risk of developing preeclampsia, FGR, and perinatal death. The uterine artery Doppler alone has a poor positive predictive value for preeclampsia (12.1%) and FGR (21.2%) in the first trimester. When used, however, with first trimester serum screening, maternal characteristics, and history, the detection rates rise to 83.8% with 5% false-positive rate.

Potential future therapies

Intensive research over the past several decades has investigated the molecular mechanisms associated with the etiology of preeclampsia. Placental hypoxia/ischemia has been linked to preeclampsia by measurement of increased angiogenic factors (soluble fms tyrosine kinase 1 [sFLT1], soluble endoglin), proinflammatory cytokines (IL-6, TNF-α), and oxidative stress markers (malondialdehyde, lipid hydroperoxide, oxidized low-density lipoprotein) in maternal serum as signaling molecules that contribute to hypertension, renal dysfunction, and vascular inflammation. Currently, there are limited drug therapies that can target the specific synthetic pathways of these factors or their actions and alleviate preeclamptic symptoms. Pharmacological agents and approaches are discussed in the following paragraphs as potential future clinical treatments against placental insufficiency and/or preeclampsia.

Reducing sFLT1 levels

Preeclampsia is characterized by widespread endothelial dysfunction, hypertension, and proteinuria, and accompanied by elevated maternal levels of sFLT1, all of which can contribute to glomerular endotheliosis, hypertension, and reduced VEGF and PLGF levels. Increases in VEGF/PLGF levels in excess of sFLT1 would be expected to reduce the negative impact of elevated sFLT1 on endothelial function and enhance the angiogenic action in preeclampsia. In a pilot study, multiple extracorporeal therapy treatments of a dextran sulfate cellulose apheresis was used to lower maternal sFLT1 levels in three pregnant women with very preterm preeclampsia. This reduced sFLT1 levels to 25%–35% pretreatment levels with each treatment and was accompanied by concomitant reductions in BP and proteinuria, as well as being well tolerated by both mother and baby.

TNFα antagonists

TNFα has been shown to be elevated in preeclamptic patients. Clinical trials for TNFα antagonists are ongoing to evaluate possible teratogenic effects on the newborn (etanercept and adalimumab) and to collect information on pregnancy outcomes (ie, normal and abnormal live births with infliximab) during pregnancy. Etanercept will be administered to pregnant women in the Organization of Teratology Information Services (OTIS) Autoimmune Diseases in Pregnancy Project (NLM identifier: NCT00116272) and incidence rates of birth defects will be measured. Infliximab is administered in a second trial entitled Analysis of Birth Outcomes of Swedish, Danish and Finnish Women Exposed to Remicade With Inflammatory Bowel Disease, Rheumatoid Arthritis, Psoriatic Arthritis, Ankylosing Spondylitis, and Psoriasis (NLM identifier: NCT00658827) given to women with these diseases. Adalimumab is administered in the OTIS Autoimmune Diseases in Pregnancy Project (NLM identifier: NCT01086059) to pregnant women with Crohn’s disease or rheumatoid arthritis. After a systematic literature review of 50 studies on pregnant patients administered anti-TNFα therapy (ie, antibodies against TNFα), it was concluded that although the therapy benefited in optimizing maternal disease control during pregnancy, it...
must be weighed against the potential negative effects on the developing fetus (ie, increased rate of still birth, preterm birth, and low birth weight) until definitive safety to the fetus has been confirmed.\textsuperscript{99} As further understanding of anti-TNF\(\alpha\) therapy is advanced and tolerability studies identify favorable outcomes, it is anticipated that TNF\(\alpha\) inhibitors may be a potential therapeutic approach for preventive treatment for the preeclamptic patient in the future.\textsuperscript{37}

**Antioxidants**

Antioxidants have also been considered as a therapeutic strategy against conditions associated with oxidative stress. Administration of vitamin E and C supplements to women with risk factors for preeclamptic women showed a reduction in the ratio of plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 to plasminogen activator inhibitor-2, a biomarker of endothelial dysfunction, and 8-epi prostaglandin F\(_2\)\(\alpha\), a marker of lipid peroxidation.\textsuperscript{100} Yet in a randomized control trial, when the study was powered to identify differences in the incidence of preeclampsia with antioxidant treatment, there was no difference in the number of women who developed preeclampsia,\textsuperscript{101} nor was there an improvement in the prevention of preeclampsia in either high-risk\textsuperscript{102} or lower-risk women.\textsuperscript{103,104} Despite the lack of evidence for antioxidants in preventing preeclampsia, antioxidant supplementation continues to be investigated as a therapeutic strategy against oxidative stress in pregnancy.\textsuperscript{101,105}

**Statins**

Statins play an important role in the treatment of hypercholesterolemia by inhibiting the enzyme HMG-CoA reductase in the liver\textsuperscript{106} and may have potential as a therapeutic in preeclampsia.\textsuperscript{107} Statins have been shown to increase the expression of heme oxygenase-1 and inhibit sFLT1 release induced by cytokines in placental explants.\textsuperscript{108} Because of its ability to increase PLGF and reduce the effect of sFLT1, and its inability to cross the placenta,\textsuperscript{109,110} pravastatin is being tested in a clinical trial (Prevastatin for Prevention of Preeclampsia; NLM identifier: NCT01717586) for its potential to reduce symptoms of early-onset preeclampsia.

**Peptide-based therapies**

Recently, peptide-based therapies for targeting signaling factors such as sFLT1, proinflammatory cytokines, and reactive oxygen species, important in the generation of preeclampsia, are being considered to ameliorate the consequences of endothelial dysfunction and end-organ damage. Polymeric carrier proteins bound separately to VEGF, NF-\(\kappa\)B (regulatory protein of inflammatory pathway), and nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate oxidase 2 (NOX2) docking sequence\textsuperscript{111} have been developed, which are expected to reduce sFLT1 levels, inhibit the generation of proinflammatory cytokines, and reduce NOX2 (ie, superoxide anion generation) activity, respectively. Because they are bound to a high molecular weight protein, their actions would be limited to the maternal circulation and not access the fetus. Polymeric carrier proteins are currently under investigation as an experimental approach as a future therapeutic delivery system for the management of preeclampsia.

**Pharmacogenetics**

Recent pharmacogenetics approaches for individualizing drug therapy are underway to optimize the effectiveness of drug treatment, which varies among patients. Several polymorphisms of specific genes associated with pathophysiological mechanisms reveal an underlying cause of disparities in the efficacy of drug action.\textsuperscript{112} Only recently has this novel approach of targeting specific genes been considered for the development of a pharmacological treatment of preeclampsia.\textsuperscript{113} For example, polymorphisms of the CYP3A family, which metabolizes nifedipine, a calcium channel blocker of uterine smooth muscle and effective tocolytic in preterm labor therapy, may negatively impact the concentration levels in the maternal blood\textsuperscript{114,115} since the pharmacokinetics of nifedipine is influenced by the CYP3A5 genotype.\textsuperscript{115} Recent efforts have identified that polymorphisms of the eNOS (endothelial nitric oxide synthase) gene alter the effectiveness of antihypertensive therapy in preeclamptic women,\textsuperscript{105,116} as well as the effectiveness of statins in preeclampsia.\textsuperscript{117} Thus, several examples now identify that polymorphisms in selected genes may alter drug efficacy. As we advance our knowledge in the causes of preeclampsia and other pregnancy disorders, we may be able to develop personalized therapies that target the patients’ individual symptoms.

**Conclusion**

Intrauterine hypoxia is one of the most significant clinical challenges facing obstetric practice and can be generated under conditions of placental insufficiency, high-altitude environments, and exposure to toxic substances. Preeclampsia is a maternal consequence that is associated with placental dysfunction and reduced spiral artery development and impacts the health of both the mother and fetus. Understanding the underlying mechanisms associated with the placental dysfunction associated with intrauterine hypoxia is key toward
improving therapeutic strategies for clinical management. Future therapies in managing preeclampsia and other placental disorders are expected to improve as we increase our understanding of the factors that regulate trophoblast invasion of the placenta and its spiral arteries, as well as how the regulatory mechanisms are altered under conditions of placental hypoxia.
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